Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of the Thirty-first Meeting of Commission B (E/PC/T/S/PV/31)

The following corrections should be made to the remarks of the Chinese Delegate:

Page 41, Para 2, line 1 :
For: "Then the formula again seems to me"......
Substitute: "Again the formula seems to me"......

Page 41, Para 3, line 3 :
Delete: "don't you think"

Page 41, Para 3, line 4 :
For: "more democratic that the election"......
Substitute: "more democratic if the election"......

Page 42, Para 2, lines 7 & 8 :
For: "technical distribution of States on considerations of geography and so on and so forth, this really does not constitute any"
Substitute: "equitable distribution of States on considerations of geographical representation and so on and so forth. The Sub-Committee's formula really does not constitute any"

Page 43, Para 2, line 9 :
For: ....."liberty of choice in elections; it would"......
Substitute: ....."liberty of choice in elections. It would"......

Page 43, Para 3, line 2 :
For: "Mr. Chairman, to this point; that if it is the general"....
Substitute: "Mr. Chairman, to the following point. If it is the general"......

Page 43, Para 3, lines 7, 8 & 9 :
For: "drafts to the Havana Conference, while I have no serious objection to that procedure, I would like to say that, if that procedure were to be followed, then it would mean that, in so...."
Substitute: "drafts to the Havana Conference, I would like to say that, while I have no serious objection to that procedure, in so"......
Page 55, Para 2, line 4:
For: ......"I thought that would very much simplify"......
Substitute: ......"I thought that it would very much simplify"......

Page 55, Para 2, line 5:
After: ...."procedure and tasks", Delete:"that was why"

Page 71, Para 3, line 4:
For: "minimum", because I should like"........
Substitute: "maximum". Therefore, I should like"......

Page 71, Para 3, line 3:
For: ......"certain" may also mean".....
Substitute: "certain" might not also mean"......